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For the first time, a reliable estimation for the equations of state (EoS), bulk viscosity,
and relaxation time, at temperatures ranging from a few MeV up to TeV or energy density up to 1016 GeV/fm3 . This genuine study covers both strong and electroweak epochs
of the early Universe. Non–perturbation (up, down, strange, charm, and bottom quark
flavor) and perturbative calculations (up, down, strange, charm, bottom, and top quark
flavors), are phenomenologically combined, at vanishing baryon–chemical potential. In
these results, calculations from Polyakov linear–sigma model (PLSM) of the vacuum
and thermal condensations of the gluons and the quarks (up, down, strange, and charm
flavors) are also integrated. Furthermore, additional degrees of freedom (photons, neutrinos, charged leptons, electroweak particles, and scalar Higgs boson) are found significant
along the entire range of temperatures. As never done before, the present study brings
the standard model of elementary particles closer to the standard model for cosmology.
Keywords: Strong and electroweak epochs, Perturbative and non–perturbative calculations, Equations of state, Bulk viscosity, Relaxation time

1. Introduction
Understanding the strong and electroweak epochs of the early Universe, at least,
through determining their equations of state (EoS) is impactful for various cosmological studies, such as the nucleosynthesis and the cosmological large–scale structure. Until present date, cosmology is dictated by the standard model of cosmology
(SMC). SMC assumes that the cosmic background is isotropically and homogeneously characterized by an ideal fluid. With this regard, we recall that a first
proposal that the viscous coefficients are also connected with particle physics was
presented ref. 1,2 . It was also assumed that the influence of viscous coefficients becomes significant first at the end of the lepton era 3 , i.e., during neutrino decoupling
epoch or temperature T ≃ 1010 K (≃ 1 MeV) which takes place not long after the
end of the QCD phase transition from colored quark–gluon plasma (QGP) to colorless hadrons. The QCD phase transition 4–7 takes place at T ≃ 160 MeV. Recent
studies concluded that the viscous coefficients likely impact early epoches of the
Universe 8 .
Taking advantage of recent developments in ultra–relativistic nuclear experiments and non–perturbative lattice QCD simulations, and perturbative calculations, various thermodynamic quantities including pressure p, energy density ρ,
bulk viscosity ζ, and relaxation time τ are calculated up to the TeV-scale and a
reliable evolution of the early Universe could be achieved. The present study offers
an access to deep epochs of the early Universe with T up to TeV-scale and ρ up to
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1016 GeV/fm3 .
For Friedmann–Lemaitre–Robertson–Walker (FLRW) metric



dr2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
,
+ r dθ + sin θdφ
ds = dt − a(t)
1 − kr2

(1)

where a(t) is the dimensionless scale factor, k = {−1, 0, +1} represents elliptical, flat
(Euclidean), and hyperbolic cosmic space, or negative, flat, and positive curvature,
respectively. The theory of general relativity (GR) inters the play, when temporal
evolution of the line element s(t) can be determined. To this end, GR has to be
combined with the matter–energy content of the cosmic geometry,
1
8π
Rµν − gµν R + Λµν =
Tµν ,
2
3
where µ, ν run over 0, 1, 2, and 3.
Then, the Einstein field equations in natural units read

(2)

Λ
k
8π
+ ,
ρ(t) −
(3)
3
a(t)2
3
 Λ
4π 
ρ(t) + 3peff(t) + ,
(4)
Ḣ(t) + H(t)2 = −
3
3
where H(t) = ȧ(t)/a(t) is the Hubble parameter. From (3) and (4), the time
evolution of the Hubble parameter can be deduced
H(t)2 =

Ḣ(t) = −4π [ρ(t) + peff (t)] +

k
.
a(t)2

(5)

An EoS relating p with ρ is needed to have a closed system of equations.
The present script is organized as follows. The most reliable non–perturbative
and perturbative calculations are reviewed in section 2. Our results on EoS, bulk
viscosity and relaxation time for almost the entire SM dof are presented in section
3. The conclusions are outlined in section 4.
2. Most reliable non-perturbative and perturbative calculations
For relaible EoS, various general considerations have been assumed in the recent
non-perturbative lattice QCD simulations 9 . The first one is the quark masses. For a
dynamical dependence of the quark masse mq and the lattice spacing a on the guage
coupling β, four flavor staggered action with 4 levels of stout smearing has been
utilized, where u, d, s, and c quarks are realized as 2 + 1 + 1 and 3 + 1 9 , i.e., except
st
for strange and charm quark masses, mud = R × mst
s (β), with ms (β), 1/R = 27.63
and β is the guage coupling. The c quark mass is given as a function of the gauge
coupling; mc = C × mst
s (β), with C = 11.85. Although the degenerate masses of
the light quarks, a small isospin asymmetry could also be included, analytically 9 .
The second general consideration is the temperature T , which can primarily be
determined as a function of the temporal lattice dimension; T = (aNτ )−1 . Alternatively, varying the gauge coupling β leads to changing T , as well, even if the spacial
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and temporal lattice dimensions might not be varied. The gauge coupling cann’t
only allow for varying T , but also it measures the pseudoscalar pion mass mπ and
the Wilson–flow based scale ω0 , where ω0 = 0.153±0.001 fm and mπ = 712±5 MeV.
At T = 0, ω0 gives the inverse flow time 10 .
The third general consideration is the lattice QCD computational procedure.
After applying a Wilson–flow equation, the clover definition of the topological charge
was made in 2 + 1 + 1 and 3 + 1 ensembles. To make the computational process
more economic, an adaptive step size integration scheme was utilized. The time
flow (8T 2 )−1 was introduced to estimate the finite T of both ensembles, where a
variation in the time flow is also allowed. This procedure has greatly contributed to
reducing the systematic errors. To control their simulations, it should be checked
whether these configurations lead to saturated susceptibility, at large flow times 9 .
To determine the topological susceptibility, topological charge was utilized with and
without rounding.
The fourth general consideration is the acceptance accuracy. As already outlined for the 2 + 1 + 1 simulations, same configurations have been used also for 3 + 1
simulations. Here, the mass ratio of the charm quark and the degenerate lighter
quarks (u, d, and s) was taken to be 11.85. As mentioned, for the masses of up–
and down–quarks, the physical values are used, while the mass of the strange quark
is a function of the guage coupling, mst
s (β). At T = 0, simulations were done on
64 × 323 lattice with seven values of the lattice spacing descendingly ranging from
0.15 to 0.06 fm. But at finite T , the same parameters as in 2 + 1 + 1 case were used.
The topological charge is measured for every Hybrid Monte–Carlo trajectory. The
configurations leading to a topology change are rejected. In other words, configurations are generated, at fixed topology. Quantitatively, this leads to an acceptance
probability of about 40% for the coarsest lattice, but higher probabilities for the
finest ones.
In the following section we review how various thermodynamic quantities have
been determined.
2.1. Lattice QCD Equation of State in Non–Perturbative Regime
The inclusion of up–, down–, strange–, and charm–quark in non–perturbative lattice QCD simulations 11,12 assumes that the masses of some quarks are very heavy
(partially quenched). Other lattice QCD simulations assume that the four quarks
are non–degenerate with unphysical masses 13,14 . The ultimate goal is to carry out
non–perturbative simulations with dynamical quarks and physical masses 15 . To
this end, 2 + 1 + 1 simulations with staggered action, and 4 levels of stout smearing
have been carried out in ref. 16 .
One restriction in the lattice QCD simulations is the universal assumption of
thermal equilibrium. This might not fully true, especially because the hadron and
parton matter is undergoing phase transition, whether prompt of slows crossover, at
critical temperatures, i.e., non–equilibrium due to changes in the underlying dynam-
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ics, symmetry, and degrees of freedom. Another restriction is that the temperature
dependence of pressure p, energy density ρ, and entropy s can be deduced from the
trace anomaly, at vanishing chemical potential,
ρ − 3p
I(T )
=
,
T4
T4
s
ρ+p
= 3.
T4
T

(6)
(7)

A third restriction is the common practice to get rid of the temperature independent divergence of the trace anomaly so that its physical value can be evaluated,
accurately. A vanishing–T ensemble is subtracted from each finite–T ensemble. As
this method doesn’t work well at high temperatures, where short lattice spacing
and increasing autocorrelation times and computational costs are likely, a renormalization ensemble is generated for each finite–T ensemble, at exactly half of its
temperature 9 . The physical trace anomaly in a wide range of temperatures including low T , can be obtained from the subtraction of each half–T from its finite–T
ensemble, [I(T ) − I(T /2)]/T 4. The resulting ρ and s can straightforwardly be estimated from Eqs. (6) and (7).
Up to four quark flavors were included in the non–perturbative lattice QCD
simulations. This was achieved by several steps of tree–level corrections.
2.2. Inclusion of c–quark in Non–Perturbative Lattice QCD
simulations
It was concluded 17 that the free energy calculated in next–to–next–to–leading order
(NNLO) Hard Thermal Loop (HTL) perturbation theory is in good agreement with
2 + 1 and 2 + 1 + 1 non–perturbative lattice QCD simulations, where c–quark is
taken massless in the perturbative calculations but assigned the physical mass in
the non–perturbative simulations. The mass of c–quark was perturbatively 18 and
non–perturbatively 9 estimated. In the perturbative calculations, the effect of heavy
quarks is determined to a lower leading order, and accordingly, it was concluded
that this refers to (3 + 1) quark flavors pressure normalized to (3) quark flavors
pressure p. On the other hand, when comparing p with and without c–quark in both
non–perturbative and perturbative calculations, an excellent agreement (< 3%) was
obtained 9 . The tree–level correction due to c–quark reads
SB (3) (T ) + FQ (mc /T )
p(2+1+1) (T )
=
,
(2+1)
p
(T )
SB (3) (T )

(8)

where SB stand for Stefan–Boltzmann approximation and FQ (mc /T ) is the free
energy density of a free quark with mass mc = 1.29 GeV.
The following section elaborates how the b–quark flavor is included non–
perturbative lattice QCD simulations. This was achieved by several steps of tree–
level corrections.
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2.3. Inclusion of b–quark in Non–Perturbative Lattice QCD
Simulations
The success with the inclusion of the c–quark encouraged a recent attempt with
the bottom quark, especially that the 2 + 1 + 1 non–perturbative simulations up
to T . 1 GeV control the accuracy of the proposed procedure and the perturbative contributions likely dominate, at T & 500 MeV) 19,20 . Recent perturbative
calculations were performed up to O(g 6 log g) 9 . Thus, the inclusion of b–quark and
a continuation to higher T look straightforward. A tree–level correction for the
b–quark similar to that for the c–quark, Eq. (8), was suggested.
It was concluded that tree–level correction for b–quark works well. When comparing the ratio of the massless 2+1+1 to 2+1+1+1 perturbative pressure with the
pressure ratio in the SB limit, an excellently agreement (< 0.3%) is obtained. With
a phenomenological approach similar to Eq. (8), reliable non–perturbative lattice
QCD simulations become feasible, at 500 MeV < T < 10 GeV. This T –range apparently covers various epochs in the early Universe, where different phase transitions
and accordingly different dynamics and degrees of freedom become dominant.
In the following section, we review features of the perturbative calculations up
to TeV temperatures.
2.4. Perturbative Calculations up to TeV Temperature–Scales
In the previous sections, we have discussed on the various restrictions of the non–
perturbative lattice QCD simulations and their possible extensions to a large number of quark flavors and to higher temperatures. The perturbative calculations, on
the other hand, allow to cover much higher temperatures and to include more quark
flavors. By combining recent perturbation calculations up to a largest leading order
with the non–perturbative lattice QCD simulations, relaible EoS for strong and electroweak matter can be deduced 21,22 . It is conjectured that this covers temperatures
up to ∼ 200 TeV.
2.4.1. QCD Domain
In this domain, 0.2 . T . 1 GeV, the gluons and the lightest four quark flavors and
the gluons are partonic dof of the strongly interacting matter 21 . The perturbative
corrections to the ideal (masslss, noninteracting) Stefan-Boltzmana (SB) EoS can
be determined up to different orders of strong coupling constant O(g). Although,
the perturbative contributions up to O(g 6 log g) are well known 19,23,24 , where g is
expressed as function of Nc the colors dof, Nf the massless quark flavors dof, and
µf the quark chemical potential, only O(g 2 ) terms, at T = 0 but µf 6= 0, have been
precisely, analyzed.
Besides the contributions of gluons up to O(g 6 log g) and that of NLO O(g 2 ), it
was found that these are similar to that of LO O(g 0 ), where no O(g 6 log g) calculations for finite quark masses are available so far 18 . An alternative procedure was
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suggested. This starts with Nf = 0 and Nc = 3 corresponding to very heavy quark
flavors. Then, it calculates the change in the pressure by lowering the quark masses
down to their physical valuesa . This procedure suggests that the perturbative calculations are based on the grand–canonical pressure (or free energy) 9 . As discussed
earlier, the non–perturbative lattice QCD simulations starts with the trace anomaly
(also known as the interaction measure) I(T, µf , · · · ), Eq. (6), from which the various thermodynamic quantities can be determined. Based on this renormalization
procedure, the ultraviolet divergences are likely removed.
In order to extend the perturbative calculations to the electroweak domain,
the so–called hard modes should first be removed through either integration with
respect to momenta or summation over the Matsubara frequencies, 2πT , gT , g 2 T ,
· · · . Second, the effective mass parameters and the gauge couplings have to be
specified and normalized in MS–scheme. Third, the connection factors should then
be estimated, at changing T and fixed ΛMS . These can be achieved, when multiplying
the non–perturbative lattice results for Nf = 0, Nc = 3, finite quark masses by the
corresponding ones obtained in the SB limit, Eq. (8). The connection factors
facilitate the inclusion of heavier quarks, at temperatures greater that strong QCD
scale parameter ΛQCD ∼ 200 MeV.
2.4.2. Electroweak Domain
As discussed, the perturbative calculations are initiated from the free energy (or
thermodynamic pressure), the Higgs potential parameters v 2 (µ̄) and λ(µ̄) are given
as functions of the normalization scale µ̄. Assuming that the bottom and top quarks
weakly interact, the free energy, at finite T and µ, reads 18
nq +ng
X
1
1 2
2
4
±Ji (mi (v), T, µi ),
f (v, T, µ) = − ν (µ̄)v + λ(µ̄)v +
2
4
i

(9)

where nq (ng ) are the number of quarks (gluons), v is the Higgs expectation value,
mi (v) is the tree–level mass of i–th particle, ± stand for bosons and fermions, respectively, and Ji (mi (v), T, µi ) counts for the contributions of the physical dof (scalars,
vectors, and fermions). The normalization scale µ̄ could be fixed to 100 GeVb . Nevertheless, the electroweak free energy, Eq. (9), can be determined, at temperatures
far beyond the electroweak scale µ̄ ∼ 100 GeV.
As the proposed EoS characterizes electroweak matter, a few remarks on the nature of the phase transitions is now in order. In some perturbative calculations, it
was concluded that the electroweak EoS seems approaching that of an ideal gas 18 ,
while in others significant deviations have been obtained 25 . With this regard, it
should be considered that the strength of electroweak phase transition is determined
a Decreasing

the quark masses increases the thermodynamic pressure.
is a model–depending assumption. Originally, the electroweak theory has different scales
along its wide range of temperatures and chemical potentials.

b This
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by different SM Lagrangian parameters, which so–far aren’t determined. The recently estimation of the Higgs mass allowed for a smooth crossover and electroweak
baryogenesis 26,27 .
2.5. Combining non–perturbative with perturbative EoS
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Fig. 1. Left panel: a comparison between non–perturbative lattice QCD simulations 9 and the
perturbative calculations 18 for normalized pressure and energy density as functions of temperatures. Right panel: the same as in the left panel but here the perturbative calculation are
rescalled (see main text). The vertical lines approximately determine the temperatures, where
the electroweak crossover takes place. The curves in right panel present the effective dof geff (T )
related to pressure and energy density.

As discussed, the proposal to combine reliable non–perturbative with perturbative calculations was already applied in various studies. In the present study, we
combine the non–perturbative 9 with the perturbative calculations 18 for different
thermodynamic quantities.
The temperature dependence of the normalized pressure and energy density calculated non–perturbatively and perturbatively is illustrated in the left panel of Fig.
1. Here, the temperature covers up to ∼ 10 GeV and ∼ 1 TeV in non–perturbative
and perturbative simulations, respectively. It is obvious that although both types
of simulations look quantitatively different, they are qualitatively similar. We find
that the perturbative results are significantly larger than the non–perturbative ones.
There are many reasons supporting the assumption that the non–perturbative
lattice QCD simulations are more reliable than the perturbative ones, especially
at low temperatures. In this range of temperatures, even the vacuum energy
change is best evaluated by non–perturbative simulations. On one hand, the non–
perturbative lattice QCD simulations are most reliable, at low temperatures, the so–
far perturbative calculations are not as accurate even at high temperatures. Thus,
we concretely propose that the non–perturbative lattice QCD simulations are most
reliable, at T & ΛQCD ≈ 200 MeV up to a few GeV 28 , while the perturbative calculations are the only approach possible, at temperatures up to the TeV–scale. From
Fig. 1, a temperature–indenedent systematic difference of ∼ 20% between both
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sets of calculationsc is obtained. Also, we assumed that the systematic difference
of ∼ 20% ins the same for both pressure and energy density.
For a contineous temperature–dependence of pressure and energy density, we
propose to rescale the perturbative calcuations, at high temperatures 18 . The rescaling factor is phenomenologically adjusted to match the perturbative calculations,
at high temperatures, with the non–perturbative lattice QCD simulations, at low
temperatures. We assume that a rescaling factor of 0.77 remains constant, at the
entire range of temperatures, right panel of Fig. 1. The non–perturbative lattice
QCD simulations aren’t rescaled, at all. In both thermodynamic quantities, both
non–perturbative (T up to ∼ 10 GeV) and perturbative (10 GeV . T . 1 TeV) calculations are phenomenologically combined. The effective dof geff (T ) corresponding
to pressure, geff (T ) = p(T )/p0 , and to energy density, geff (T ) = ρ(T )/ρ0 , are also
depicted in the right panel of Fig. 1, where ρ0 = (π 2 /30)T 4 is the energy density
and p0 is the pressure for an ideal gas of scalar massless bosons p0 = (π 2 /90)T 4. The
perfect matching of geff (T ), at low and high temperatures, supports the conclusion
that the temperature–independent proposed rescaling, 0.77, seems precise.
3. EoS, Bulk viscosity and Relaxation time for almost entire SM
dof
3.1. EoS for Strong and Electroweak Matter
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Fig. 2. Left panel: the thermodynamic pressure calculated in SU(5) non–perturbative and perturbative lattice QCD in dependence on the corresponding energy density (red and green symbols) 9
is confronted to the same calculations extended to other dof; γ, neutrinos, leptons, EW, and Higgs
bosons (blue symbols). Right panel: the extended SU(5) lattice QCD calculations are combined
with SU(6)g6 non–perturnative calculations 21,29 .

Left panel of Fig. 2 shows the EoS deduced from SU(5) non–perturbative and
perturbative lattice QCD simulations (red and green symbols) 9 . The thermodynamic contributions from γ, ν, e, µ, τ , νe , νµ , ντ , W ± , and the Higgs boson H
c It

was reported in Ref. 9 that this difference reads 7 − 17% and is temperature dependent!
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are summed up with the SU(5) results (blue symbols). For each type of the additional particles, a partition function is constructed, from which the temperature
dependence of the different thermodynamic quantities, such as the thermodynamic
pressure and the energy density, can straightforwardly be derived. It is obvious that
the additional dof considerably contribute to both thermodynamic quantities. The
quantitative contributions are considrable, for example, within the hadronic phase,
the proportionality constant in p ∝ ρ increases with the additive dof, i.e., increasing
speed of sound squared 30 . In quark–gluon plasma and electroweak phases, more
structures are added to the one corresponding EoS based on SU(5) lattice QCD
simulations.
The fitting functions illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 2 are
HP :

p = α1 + α2 ρ,

(10)
d2

QGP/EW :

p = β1 + β2 ρ + β3 ρ ,

(11)

Asymp. :

p = γρ,

(12)

where α1 = 0.0034 ± 0.0023, α2 = 0.1991 ± 0.0022, β1 = 0.0484 ± 0.0164, β2 =
0.3162 ± 0.0031, β3 = −0.21 ± 0.014, and γ = 0.3162 ± 0.003.
3.2. Bulk Viscosity for Strong and Electroweak Matter
It was concluded that the shear viscosity normalized to the entropy density
for perturbative gauge QCD likely approaches the lower bound of Anti–de Sitter/Conformal Field Theory (AdS/CFT) 31 . A non–perturbative estimation for viscous coefficients, at temperatures several times the QCD scale, has been reported in
ref. 32,33 . This was possible through accumulating a large amount of configurations
for the Green function expressed in the Matsubara frequencies and implemented on
isotropic 242 × 8 and 162 × 8 lattices. The viscous coefficients are determined as
slopes of the spectral functions, at vanishing Matsubara frequency. A recent estimation for the temperature dependence of the bulk viscosity of SU(3) gluodynamics
was possible with 483 × 16 lattice QCD simulations 33 . Another estimation is based
the retarded Green function defined by the Kramers–Kronkig relation in terms of
different thermodynamic quantities 34,35 . In ref. 35 , it was taken into consideration
that the bulk viscosity measures the violation of the conformal invariance. This
allowed to conclude that QCD at classical level is conformally invariant.


∂ρ
1 h
Ts
− 3 − 4(ρ − 3p)
thermal parts
ζ=
9ω0
∂p


∂
+ T
− 2 hq̄qi(T ) + gg G2 (T )
thermal q & g condensates
∂T
i
2
2
+ m2D fD
+ · · · . vacuum q & g condensates (13)
+ gf m2π fπ2 + m2K fK

where gg (gf ) are the degeneracy factors for gluons (quarks). The spin polarization
multiplied is gg = 16. The color degrees of freedom reads Nc2 − 1, with Nc is the
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color quantum number. gf = 12 nf with nf are the degrees of freedom of the quark
flavors. mD (fD ) are mass (decay constant of D-meson). The scale parameter ω0
determines the applicability of the parturbation theory. ζ is obtained by using the
frequency limit of the spectral density, at vanishing spatial momentum 35,36 and by
implementing the various thermodynamic quantities are detailed in Eq. (13).
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Fig. 3. The bulk viscosity ζ in dependence of the energy density ρ. Both quantities are calculated,
at vanishing baryon–chemical potential and given in physical units. The inside box magnifies the
region, at low temperature, where ζ(ρ) is non–monotonic.

By combining the gluons and (2 + 1 + 1 + 1) quark contributions and that of the
gauge bosons; the photons, W ± , and Z 0 , of the charged leptons; neutrino, electron,
muon, and tau, and of the Higgs bosons; scalar Higgs particle 8 , the bulk viscosity
is shown in Fig. 3. We conclude that the almost entire SM contributions are very
significant. The missing SM–contributions are vacuum and thermal bottom quark
condensate, the entire gravitational sector, neutral leptons, and top quark. ζ almost
linearly increases with increasing energy–density, so that following three regions of
parameterizations (curves) can be distinguished
Hadron − QGP : ζ = a1 + a2 ρ + a3 ρa4 ,

(14)

b3

(15)

c3

(16)

QCD : ζ = b1 + b2 ρ ,
EW : ζ = c1 + c2 ρ .

For Hadron–QCD: a1 = −9.336 ± 4.152, a2 = 0.232 ± 0.003, a3 = 11.962 ± 4.172,
and a4 = 0.087 ± 0.029. For QCD: b1 = 8.042 ± 0.056, b2 = 0.301 ± 0.002, and
b3 = 0.945 ± 0.0001. For EW: c1 = 0.350 ± 0.065, c2 = 10.019 ± 0.934, and
c3 = 0.929 ± 8.898 × 10−5 .
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Fig. 4. At vanishing baryon–chemical potential, the relaxation time τ is presented in dependence
on the temperature T . The results are based on non–perturbative and perturbative lattice QCD
simulations, in which contributions from the quark and gluon condensates and the thermodynamic
quantities of gauge bosons, charged leptons, and Higgs bosons (left symbols) are integrated.

3.3. Relaxation Time for Strong and Electroweak Matter
The relaxation time τf , which involves complicated collision integrals, can be determined as the mean collision time and averages of thermodynamic quantities 37–39
τf (T ) =

1
,
nf (T ) hv(T )iσ(T )

(17)

where σ is cross section, hv(T )i stands for mean relative velocity, and nf (T ) represents the number density. Approaches for hv(T )i and σ have been discussed in
ref. 39 . The temperature dependence of the relaxation time τf (T ) plays an essential
role in bulk viscosity ζ(T ).
Figure 4 presents τ (T ) deduced from the non–perturbative and perturbative
QCD simulations 8,9,21,29 (bottom symbols). Contributions from the quark and
gluon condensates and the thermodynamic quantities of the gauge bosons, charged
leptons, and Higgs bosons are added (left symbols). We notice that τ steadily
decreases with increasing T . In the different phases, there are different rates of
decreasing τ .
4. Conclusions
Most reliable non–perturbative lattice QCD simulations and perturbative calculations with as much as possible quark flavors with physical masses are phenomenologically combined. The thermodynamic contributions of photons, charged neutrinos,
leptons, electroweak particles (W ± and Z 0 bosons), and the scalar Higgs bosons
are also integrated in. This makes the present study pioneering in a) simultaneous
accessing hadron, quark–gluon plasma and electroweak epochs of the early Universe
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and b) including almost all degrees of freedom of the standard model. With this regard, we emphasize that the only missing SM dof are vacuum and thermal bottom
quark condensate, the entire gravitational sector, neutral leptons, and top quark
flavor.
We have introduced various thermodynamic quantities, including pressure, energy density, bulk viscosity, and relaxation time, at vanishing net–baryon cosmic
matter and temperatures up to the TeV–scale. The main result is that recent non–
perturbative lattice QCD simulations and perturbative calculations jointly lead to
EoS covering a wide range of temperatures. As never done before, this study makes
introduces a framework to combine the standard model of the elementary particles
and the standard model for cosmology.
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